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Abstract 

In recent years, attention to radicalization has focused in on how extremist ideology may 

be replicated within the family, and passed on intergenerationally (Avdeenko & Siedler, 

2017; Riany et al, 2018) Little research explores radicalization within the family unit 

itself (Spalek, 2016). To gain insight into extremist family units, qualitative methodology 

was used to explore online posts pertaining to family on Stormfront, a prominent white 

supremacist website. This project followed case study methodology. A webcrawler was 

used to collect posts from the board. Thematic analysis was used to organize and analyze 

data. Homeschooling was found to be a prominent topic within education; all posts within 

the homeschooling domain were brought under further analysis to derive their intended 

purpose for further understanding their context. Three themes were identified within the 

data: Replicating White Nationalist Framing, A Call for Urgency, and Academic White 

Flight. The analysis of the posts’ purpose revealed that majority of posts, 73%, were 

intended to find or share resources for homeschooling.  
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A Preliminary Qualitative Analysis of Home Schooling on Stormfront 

Extremism and radicalization have become a growing social phenomenon 

followed closely by expanding research interests (Wong et al., 2015; Kimmel, 2018; 

Askanius, 2019; Nienierza et al., 2019). Extremism is a suitcase term that envelops many 

groups and social movements, most commonly including cults, religious groups, or 

political groups (Stanley & Guru, 2015; Eichel, 2015). These groups vary, sometimes 

largely, by the social context of the country or community that they exist within. 

Studying extremist groups has gained increased attention due to their global rise, their use 

of the internet to target youth, and their social connectivity online (Hassan et al., 2018; 

Niennierza et al., 2019; Wong et al., 2015; Figea et al., 2016). Despite the rise and 

notoriety in right wing extremism, relatively little academic research has examined white 

supremacist groups or examined radicalization within the family unit itself (Spalek, 2016; 

Thorburn et al., 2018; Kimmel, 2018). Previous research suggests extremist ideology is 

likely to be actively replicated within an extremist family, and passed intergenerationally 

(Avdeenko & Siedler, 2017; Eichel, 2015; Riany et al, 2018). This project sought to 

explore family related content on Stormfront, a prominent white supremacist website, in 

order to better understand how white supremacist family units exist within society. 

Specifically, this study was interested in identifying topics of interest amongst white 

supremacist family units.  

Defining Extremism  

There is no consensus on the definition of extremism or radicalism. Many 

scholars provide their own adjusted definition and have differing definitions from each 

other. Three broad patterns in definition emerge within the literature review: 1) ideology 
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that runs counter to mainstream beliefs, 2) stimulates and/or maintains intergroup 

friction, and 3) puts forth a social hierarchy that dehumanizes another group.  

Ideological values that run counter to those of mainstream society are critical to 

several definitions (Thorburn et al., 2018; Stanley & Guru, 2015; Riany et al., 2018; 

Sikkens et al., 2016; Sikkens et al., 2018; Campelo et al., 2018). Intergroup conflict and 

friction are also relevant in framing the definition (Sikkens et al., 2016; Sikkens et al., 

2018; Hassan et al., 2018). Lastly, scholars suggest that extremism typically frames a 

social hierarchy, and one that positions other groups below the extremist group typically 

out of prejudice or malign intent (Schmitz, 2016; Cohen-Almagor, 2018). It is important 

to note that many of these articles in the literature review discuss/examine violent 

extremism, which may lend to the adoption of specific lenses. Despite the articles’ 

definitions, it is not uncommon for the authors to note the complexity and controversy in 

defining extremism and related words. For the purpose of this project, the framing of 

extremism will be of cognitive radicalization: “the process through which an individual 

adopts ideals that are severely at odds with those of the mainstream, refutes the 

legitimacy of the existing social order, and seeks to replace it with a new structure based 

on a completely different belief system” (Sikkens et al., 2016, p. 1044). This definition 

was selected as it offers a framework that provides space for non-violent radicalization, 

positive radicalization, and does not rely overly on democratic terminology. In other 

words, it is an inclusive framework for what constitutes as radical. 

Extremism in the Family 

Most existing research looks at radicalization in families through a third party (the 

family). Limited research explores radicalization within the family unit itself (Spalek, 
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2016). Where extremism is present in families, ideology is likely to be actively replicated 

within an extremist family, and passed intergenerationally (Avdeenko & Siedler, 2017; 

Eichel, 2015; Riany et al, 2018). Where research has focused on extremism in families, it 

is often non-radical families tackling the radicalization of a family member. 

Some research has been done on how child radicalization affects non-radical 

parents and their approach to parenting (Sikkens et al., 2016; Sikkens et al., 2018). 

Commonly, when a child starts to become radicalized, the parents have varying views 

that develop over time. Sikkens & San (2018) note how some parents view their child’s 

early stages of radicalization positively if it seems to reflect religious values and interests 

(San, 2016; Sikkens et al., 2018). Many parents report lacking a toolkit once they begin 

recognizing issues with radicalization and may attempt to change their parental approach 

(Riany et al., 2018; Sikkens et al., 2016; Sikkens et al., 2018). No articles report finding 

parents rejecting or alienating their children as a result of radicalization. It is not always 

clear what contributes to children radicalizing. 

There are no primary risk factors for radicalization, nor is there a standard radical 

profile (Niennierza et al., 2019, Figea et al, 2016; Hassan et al., 2018; Avdeenko & 

Siedler, 2017; Fahay et al., 2018; Sieckelinck et al.,2017; Riany et al., 2018). Many 

articles within the literature review report an array of risk factors that may have a 

cumulative effect, though this fails to address individuals who radicalize despite having 

few risk factors (Fahay et al., 2018). Some possible predictors are a history of addictive 

behavior, early experiences of abandonment, fragility or family failure, stimulation by the 

appeal of the radical milieu, or having a passionate personality (Campelo et al., 2018; 

Sieckelinck et al., 2017). Fahay et al. (2018) noted much of their sample had no family 
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previously involved in right wing extremism, but for those that did, it was a strong risk 

factor. Schafer & Mullins (2014) brings attention that having radical family members 

does not guarantee radicalization, but it may create fertile grounds in which radicalization 

may grow; for their sample, catalyzing events of disenfranchisement, moral shock, or 

perceived trauma triggered the adoption of extremist beliefs. Some researchers suggest 

radicalization may have pathological underpinnings while other researchers refute 

pathologizing radicalization (Campelo et al., 2018; Eichel, 2015). Radicalization can 

have financial, moral, and social ramifications that effects the child’s development and 

wellbeing (Eichel, 2015).  

Relatively little research focus has been on extremist parents and their influence 

on their children. Koronaiou & Sakellariou (2017) observes how gender, sex, and family 

help structure within Golden Dawn, a radical female organization in Greece. The group is 

noted as being a highly unusual group as its main group members are female, which is 

contrary to other radical groups (Koronaiou & Sakellariou., 2017; Kimmel, 2018). 

Golden Dawn uses strict gender and sex roles within the organization; these roles harken 

to traditional female roles. Women perform housework and are praised (and obligated to 

be) as sources of child production; those that have more than three children are highly 

praised. Though women can work outside the house, it must not interfere with their 

womanly responsibilities, and cannot be a job a man should have. Children often 

accompany their same-sex parent in activities, reinforcing the structure and feeding into 

habitus (Koronoaiou et al., 2017). The active role of the parent is echoed in the work of 

Riany et al. (2018) who found parents with radical ideology actively teach their children 

radical views and prepare their children for radical events. Koronaiou & Sakellariou 
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(2017) posit that nation, race, and family are all fundamental to “the discourse of order” 

that contemporary right-wing extremists adopt. 

Much like with Golden Dawn, Schmitz (2016) notes the prevalence of family 

dynamics in Ku Klux Klan (KKK) culture. Within the KKK website, there is an 

oversimplification of masculinity and family (Schmitz, 2016). Much like with Golden 

Dawn, the KKK website places males at the top of the hierarchy and frames the female 

role as being for child production and child rearing. Schmitz (2016) notes 

heteronormative nuclear family values as a prominent theme within KKK websites; the 

family is framed as key to the future and survival of the group, and the family unit acts as 

an institution within the group. 

Extremism Online 

A swath of research has noted the prominence of the internet amongst extremist 

groups (Hassan et al., 2018; Askanius, 2019; Hagen et al., 2019; Schmitz, 2016). The 

internet has offered new space for extremists to exist. The internet allows for people, who 

may be otherwise ideologically isolated offline, to locate and connect with like-minded 

individuals (Figea et al., 2016; Schmitz, 2016; Wong et al., 2015). One example is 

Stormfront, where white supremacists can congregate online and circumnavigate social 

barriers. 

Stormfront is a prominent international white supremacist forum that is credited 

as being the first official white supremacist site online (Wong et al. 2015). Most research 

on Stormfront has been descriptive, focusing on communication patterns. Holt & Bolden, 

(2014) found that some white supremacists show a general lack of knowledge and 

confidence in contemporary technology, a paranoia in trusting technology, and an open 
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and supportive community in regard to rejecting technological growth—this is unusual 

compared to other radical groups where technological prowess is hierarchical and 

competitive. Wong et al. (2015) found that forums on Stormfront were used primarily for 

information, recruitment, and networking. Information provision dominated their results; 

namely, discussing ideologies and networking. Five main themes among information 

sharing were noted: provisioning, financing, recruiting, networking, informing, and 

gathering. Wong et al.’s (2015) work parallels Vysotsky & Mccarthy’s (2016) findings 

that members on Stormfront practice discourse delivery for both online and offline 

purposes. Scientific empiricism, historic empiricism, and racial superiority were the most 

common argument approaches (Vysotsky & Mccarthy, 2016). Media platforms act as 

spaces for discourse and propaganda development. By creating space online for 

extremists to congregate and communicate, extremists have been able to create online 

connections that can be applied to their offline worlds. 

Several articles note the effect the online and offline world have with each other 

(Hassan et al., 2018; Wojcieszak, 2011; Figea et al., 2016; Scrivens et al., 2018). A 

concern that has grown over the last decade is the recruitment methods of extremist 

groups. Many articles point out how extremist groups target youth for recruitment 

(Hassan et al., 2018; Wong et al., 2015; Spalek, 2016; Sieckelinck et al., 2017; Campelo 

et al., 2018; Cohen-Almagor et al, 2018). However, Fahey & Simi (2018) points out that 

their sample reported being recruited in person rather than online. Extremist literacy may 

be developing in relevancy when discussing youth. It appears that an adolescent’s ability 

to recognize extremist material varies quite a bit. Adolescents who lack extremist literacy 
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and political knowledge report less exposure to extremist content; this is especially true 

when their views align with the group (Nienierza et al., 2019).  

Research available on extremism in families is limited. Most research focuses on 

radicalization due to out-of-family agents (Spalek, 2016). Where having relatives who are 

radicalized has been studied, it appears to be a risk factor for radicalization among 

younger members within the family (Avdeenko & Siedler, 2017; Eichel, 2015; Riany et 

al, 2018; Fahay et al., 2018). With Stormfront being a prominent site for extremism 

studies and relatively little research focusing on the family context, there appears to be a 

gap in the literature worth exploring (Wong et al., 2015; Holt & Bolden, 2014; Vysotsky 

& Mccarthy, 2016). The initial research question was interested with the ecology of 

content on the selected forum boards in order to better understand family-related topics of 

interest on Stormfront. Upon exploring the initial research question, a secondary research 

question was identified to further the study due to its prominence in the descriptive 

statistics and relevance to families.  

Method 

Research Questions 

Question A: What is the family-oriented content on the forum board Homemaking 

and Homesteading and Hobby Making on Stormfront comprised of? 

 Question B: How is home schooling being discussed on Stormfront? 

Positionality Statement 

The drive for this work is based in the assumption that extremist beliefs have 

potentially dangerous effects on both individuals and society. The views, actions, and 
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structure of white supremacy is viewed as potentially damaging to societal well-being, 

and therefore warrants attention. The philosophical framework for this research is 

informed by critical race theory, feminist theory, and queer theory, whereas power, 

worldviews, and values are negotiated through the stratification of power and identity in 

society.  I come from a liberal, feminist, culturally Jewish, atheist, and LGBTQ 

background, which are generally worldviews at odds with white supremacist worldviews. 

Furthermore, I have done previous work with white supremacists by interviewing the 

Wisconsin spokesperson for the National Socialist Movement (a neo-Nazi organization) 

in 2012. For this study, I am an outsider attempting to interpret insider content and 

generally see their goals to be at odds with the world I would like to live in. My scholarly 

framework often lends itself to sociological and philosophical lenses, such as Marx or 

Foucault. I was formally taught to analyze social structure, power dynamics, and identity 

as key variables in the stratification of resources, knowledge, and power.  

Qualitative Methodology 

To examine online discussions of white supremacy in radicalized families, this 

research focused on Stormfront, a prominent white supremacist website. Case study 

methodology was utilized with Stormfront treated as the case. Data collection was 

bounded within two forum boards that explicitly focused on family topics (Homemaking 

and Homesteading and Hobby Making) and bounded by two decades between 2001 and 

2020. Thematic analysis was used to organize and interpret the data. Data was 

manipulated in Rstudio version 1.3.1073 in order to observe the frequency of posts and 

the ratio of posts per categories over the two decades. The University of Minnesota Twin 

Cities IRB determined that this research did not qualify as human research. All data in all 

steps was classified by the researcher and peer debriefed by colleagues.  
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Theory 

Signaling Theory informs the trustworthiness of this study’s data. Signaling 

Theory, originating out of biology, has been adopted in the economic and social science 

world to analyze decision making, communication, and symbolic behaviors (Connelly et 

al. 2010; Bird & Smith, 2005; Gambetta, 2009).  Signaling Theory is concerned with how 

information is transferred between individuals, and the quality of the information 

(Gambetta, 2009; Connelly et al., 2010). The three main components of Signaling Theory 

are: the signaler, the signal, and the receiver. The signaler is trying to convey information 

(the signal) to the receiver (Connolley et al., 2010). A signal can come in a variety of 

ways. A signal can be how one performs their gender, what physical traits they have, or 

who they associate with (Gambetta, 2009). In Signaling Theory, information is 

considered asymmetrical as not everyone has equal access to signals or the knowledge to 

interpret signals. Signals can be honest or deceptive; an honest signal conveys truthful or 

accurate information while a deceptive signal conveys misleading information (i.e. faking 

an accent). The quality of the signal can be affected by the both the signaler and the 

environment. If an environment appears unsafe to the signaler then the signaler may give 

off deceptive or hidden signals (Gambetta, 2009). Signaling Theory provides the 

foundational assumptions for this study. Specifically, this study assumes that the posts 

from Stormfront users are honest signals. 

It is reasonable to propose that the Stormfront forum constitutes naturally 

occurring context for honest signals as site access is purposeful and forum discussions are 

fluid amongst like-minded individuals; the forum acts as an online community in the 

absence of an offline community, and thus creates a safe in-group environment where the 

sample functions as an unmoderated focus group (Wong et al., 2015; Holtz et al., 2012). 
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Stormfront, as an environment, provides space for members to share honest signals of 

virtues, intentions, and concerns. In this light, Stormfront allows for a thematic analysis 

with minimal interferences from environmental, social, and stigmatic inhibitors. 

Signaling Theory was applied by examining what textual-meaning the receiver could be 

deriving from posts. Symbolic wording was also recognized as representing relevant 

information. For example, “1488” (symbolizing the 14 Words to Live By, and Heil 

Hitler) was recognized as an ideological signal.  Signaling Theory informs a key 

assumption within this study: given the environmental and social context of Stormfront, 

posts and titles were considered honest signals which depicted trustworthy content. This 

assumption guided the analysis by interpreting textual content as an honest and accurate 

depiction of the user’s beliefs, intentions, and/or stories.  

Procedure and Analysis 

Step 1 

A webcrawler was used to collect data from Stormfront’s subforums Homesteading 

and Hobby making and Homemaking, which the site describes as topics pertaining to 

“Domestic: gardening, cooking, child rearing, etc.” Webcrawlers have previously been 

used to collect data on extremism online, as well as on Stormfront (Bouchard et al, 2013; 

Wong et al., 2015; Wojcieszak, 2011; Panofsky & Donovan, 2019; Scrivens et al., 2018). 

The webcrawler collected the title of each post, the date of the posting, total number of 

views, and number of replies. Posts from 2001 to 2020 were examined. No identifying 

material was collected from the forum, i.e. IP addresses or usernames. Views and replies 

were collected as a possible way of observing interaction with content; the date allowed 

for the examination of potential trends over time; and the titles were collected to 
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represent the subject content. The total number of post titles collected was 3,169 (not 

including replies).  

Step 2 

The second step was categorical coding. Titles were thematically categorized to 

capture the topics discussed on these boards. A start list of categories based on the 

established literature was used in order to organize the titles (Bouchard et al., 2013; Hill 

et al., 1997). Six main domains, supported by extremist literature, were utilized: 

Education (Brooks & Ezzani, 2017; Losel et al., 2018; Kimmel, 2018; Koonz, 2003; 

Panofsky & Donovan, 2019), Family (Losel et al., 2018; Wackerfuss, 2015; Kimmel, 

2018; Riany, 2018), Gender/sexuality (Koronaiou & Sakellariou, 2017; Kimmel, 2018; 

Wackerfuss, 2015; Schmitz, 2016), and Children (Stanley & Guru, 2015; Eichel, 2015; 

Avdeenko & Siedler, 2017; Nienierza, 2019; Panofsky & Donovan, 2019). Ideology and 

Race were included because of their clear relevance to the topic of white supremacy and 

their overwhelming presence in the established literature. Each post was allocated to only 

one domain based on the subject of the sentence title and can be viewed in Table 1. 

Ideology and Race, as domains, were given least priority due to their overrepresentation. 

Given that the sample is white supremacists, most content intersects with race and 

ideology. For example, “my university is filled with black students” was categorized in 

the Education domain, even though race is present. Distinction between the Family and 

Children domain was determined based on if the text was referring to a child specifically 

in the family, or children in general; for example, a title discussing “Good white 

nationalist children’s books” does not explicitly tie the implied children to the poster’s 

family. Based on the start list domains, the data was hand coded. The coded data was 
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then triangulated by a colleague who verified each title’s categorical allocation to fortify 

credibility, dependability, and transferability by increasing oversight, enabling 

corroboration, and identifying weaknesses in the data.  

Table 1 

Total Number of Posts Per Category 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Category Number of posts  

Children 325 

Education 1570 

Family 82 

Gender/Sexuality 60 

Misc. 857 

Ideology 166 

Race 108 
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      Figure 1 

      Frequency of Posts by Category 

 

       Figure 2 

       Ratio of Posts by Category 
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Step 3 

Education had the highest frequency of posts and the highest ratio of posts, which can 

be seen in Figures 1 and 2. Step 3 involved a second round of coding within the domain 

of Education. Due to the lack of an available start list, open coding was used to generate 

domains within Education. The domains generated were Institutionalized Education 

(including public, private, charter, and religious schools), Homeschooling, Online 

Education, Teachers & Students, Professions & Careers, Class and/or Assignment 

Networking, Navigation, Policy, Race, and Ideology, and can be viewed in Table 2.  

The domain Professions and Careers included topics pertaining to professional and career 

development; this includes seeking majors, scholarships, and developing skills. 

Navigation encompassed topics pertaining to navigating institutional education as a white 

supremacist, locating a school as a white supremacist, navigating school days and content 

as a white supremacist, and/or experiences as a white supremacist within academia. Just 

like within the first round of coding, Race and Ideology were again given least priority 

due to their over representation. The coded data was peer debriefed by the same 

colleague from step 2.  The colleague verified each title’s categorical allocation to fortify 

credibility, dependability, and transferability by increasing oversight, enabling 

corroboration, and identifying weaknesses in the data. 14 titles were found to overlap 

well into two or more domains. For example, “Homeschooling vs public school” is 

unreasonably discernable between the two domains. These 14 titles were considered 

outliers and dropped; dropping them did not appear to affect the data in a meaningful 
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way. A reflexive journal was then implemented to fortify confirmability by creating a 

trail of decision points and documentation of researcher response over time. 

Table 2 

Total Number of Posts Per Category 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Category Number of posts  

Class/Assignment NEtoworking 38 

Homeschooling 309 

Ideology 57 

Institutional Education 411 

Misc. 179 

Online Education 33 

Policy 76 

Professions and Careers 113 

Race 48 

Teachers and Students 204 
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  Figure 3 

       Ratio of Posts by Category

 

 

Step 4 

Homeschooling displayed a consistent prominence, which can be seen in Figure 3, 

and thus was chosen for further in-depth analysis due to the focus on extremism within 

families. Only the initial posts of the titles were analyzed due to the constraints of time 

(no replies were analyzed). An open coding thematic analysis was used to observe themes 

within the content. An open coding, textually-oriented analysis was used to observe the 

derived meaning and purpose of posts. Deriving true meaning from communication is 

best done within a naturally occurring context (Sinclair & Carter, 2014). The Stormfront 

forums constitutes a naturally occurring context because it is an in-group environment 

that functions as a safe space for White Nationalist ideology, and the sample can function 

as an unmoderated focus group (Wong et al., 2015; Holtz et al., 2012). An audit trail was 
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implemented for the analysis to fortify dependability by increasing transparency on data 

organization. The audit trail and posts were reviewed by a second colleague to verify 

accurate coding and organization.  

Results 

 This study explores what members on Stormfront were discussing related to home 

schooling, using an open coded thematic analysis. While using open coded thematic analysis, 

three main themes emerged through the process of open coding: 1) Replicating White 

Nationalist Framing, 2) A Call for Urgency or Awareness, and 3) Academic White Flight. 

Additionally, four main purposes for posting emerged: 1) Advice Seeking, 2) 

Networking, 3) Experience Sharing, and 4) Resource Sharing. A Signaling Theory 

analysis in this study is quite limited. Signaling Theory observes a signaler, a signal, and 

a receiver all in the context of interaction. Given that only the initial posts were analyzed, 

there are no interactions to observe. Since identifying data was not collected on 

Stormfront users (whether they were posting or viewing the post), the signaler and 

receiver cannot be analyzed. There is, however, some room to analyze signals. The 

interpretation of these signals is contingent on the receiver, which within the context of 

this study is myself. Intent of signals were also examined such as hierarchical signaling, 

danger signaling, and threat response. 

Replicating White Nationalist Framing 

 Signaling Theory informed this theme by identifying hierarchical signals and 

desires. The hierarchies can be represented with value-based wording, such as “good” or 

“mud shark (a derogatory word for a white woman who dates or sleeps with men of 

color).” Hierarchical signals can frame social standing and/or beliefs and be represented 
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by social titles, behavior, and objects (Gambetta, 2009). In this theme, hierarchical 

signals frame an ideological hierarchy. White supremacy is the preferred ideology and 

positioned at the top, while rival ideologies are framed as less desirable and problematic.  

Replicating White Nationalist Framing refers to the purpose of homeschooling to 

replicate worldviews on race, ideology, and xenophobia within the children. One 

Stormfront user highlights homeschooling as a way to secure “good strong Aryan 

teachings.” Another Stormfront user notes the broader implications of homeschooling, 

"We are homeschooling all of our children and want to insulate them from the sjw [sic], 

(((Marxist))) race mixing, diversity, white genocide garbage,” thus homeschooling can be 

used as a tool in which the parents are able to mold their children’s worldviews by 

prioritizing white supremacist ideology. This worldview molding can be further seen by 

claims that “homeschooling white children is the ideal way for our children to grow to 

understand and be proud of their heritage,” or through identity forming by “Those of us 

who support and/or practice homeschooling ARE seperatists [sic]. We separate ourselves 

and our children from indoctrination by an idealism we neither support nor want our 

children exposed to.” Exposure control comes in more forms than just limiting physical 

exposure to the Other. 

Through homeschooling, parents can construct curriculums that align with their 

own worldviews. Some users discuss constructing “curriculums that present an Aryan 

world view and not one of diversity and white shamming [sic],” framing white 

nationalism as a pedagogy that has “pro-White instructional materials...We're truly trying 

to live by the 14 Words,” and sharing resources that “[books] are very non PC, show 

examples of only white families and children and teach old fashioned values.” Thus, 
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home schooling enables the ability to control content that would influence worldviews, 

specifically content in public schools.  

Home schooling is appealing because public schools are framed as institutions 

that disrupt the white nationalist world view by including content contrary to white 

nationalism. One user discusses how public school content is framed as morally 

dangerous:  

I will be withholding them from a school trip to a mosque (muslim [sic] kids are 

not allowed to learn about Christianity, not to mention how I don’t want my kids 

gaining false information about that evil religion)...I have also heard that sex 

education will be taught to 8 years plus and they will include homosexual 

relationships and how to have anal sex! I will be damned if I allow my children to 

even think these things are right let alone NORMAL. 

Users also note how public-school curriculum can be contrary to their preferred 

narratives of history: 

The state of NJ has mandatory holohoax education in primary school in 3rd and 

4th grades. The holohoax is taught in every class and subject...Now you have 

another good reason to home school. Do you want your child brainwashed like 

this and told such lies… 

I don't want them going to school where they will be brainwashed and told 

smudged lies about our people's history...It's sickening how they teach history to 

white children, they give children this ideal that all slaves were suffering and 

whipped 24/7, and that we 'caught them' from Africa, and that's how we got them 
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Users highlighted how public schooling can jeopardize replicating a white 

national framing. Homeschooling represents a tool that can “help the kids learn our 

views,” and the belief that, “We have the right to ingrain OUR morals, OUR principals, 

OUR value judgments on your children.” Replicating or protecting White Nationalist 

views also serves as a way to preserve the hierarchy for the group when facing rival 

ideologies.  

A Call for Urgency or Awareness  

 Identifying and responding to threats is oldest iteration of Signaling Theory and 

harkens back to its biological implications (Gambetta, 2009). Signals can alert one to 

threats (such as a distress call), display strength to ward off threats (such as size) or signal 

oneself as a threat (such as color on a poison dart frog) (Gambetta, 2009). In this case, 

anecdotes of racial tension and conflict signal threats to in-group members.  

A Call for Urgency functions as a signal to in-group members much like a neon-

lit sign reading “Danger!” Framing threats is often in conjunction with an enemy, be it 

abstract or tangible. Homeschooling is discussed within the context of perceived threats 

or vigilance towards potential danger from society and/or the government. The users 

posting often frame themselves and likeminded individuals as being the rational and sane 

members of society, while all others are disoriented, dumb, and/or dangerous. There is a 

them-or-us miasma that leaks into many posts. Users identify homeschooling as a form of 

education with the purpose of “allowing the child to develop in their own way without 

fear, embarrassment or bullying.” One user identifies “an increased fear among 

homeschoolers” while another notes that “Home-schooling [is] under assault.” The 
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identification, discussion, or framing of threats seem to encompass physical, racial, 

ideological, and existential threats. 

 Disease hyperbole and imagery can signal danger in posts criticizing 

unwanted ideology or persons. Governments can be “Jew-infested [own emphasis]” and 

schools can be “infested [own emphasis] with drug gangs.” As one member describes,  

“CPS, which targets White Children for the system of corruption so deeply 

embedded in our current society in America that the only cure we have is to 

eradicate it like the disease [own emphasis] it is.” 

The use of disease-oriented descriptors is particularly problematic as it harkens to 

the justification of genocides in recent lifetimes. The Jewish rats and Tutsi cockroaches 

are prime examples of association building between a person and an unclean non-human 

creature, thus creating a sense of threat toward a marginalized group.  

Other physical threats tend to encompass racially charged dangers. One can find 

posts of users reflecting on the racial dangers of public school where as one user puts it, 

“white kids are harassed by minority children,” and/or their own experiences in 

education, “me and my friend would get daily beatings by black angry kids...until I 

fought back.” One user recollects,  

well for one i [sic] was a victim of a de-segragated [sic] school system…forced 

everyday [sic] to look over my shoulder out of fear of the black mongrel [sic] 

street gangs that were hell beant [sic] on picking on the smallest white kid in 

school...school was infested with drugs gangs and beautiful white women who 
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betrayed their race everyday letting those black savages have their way with them 

willingly. 

In many ways, the discussions around racial dangers in school are a microcosm of 

the racial war(s) often discussed in white supremacist ideology. The sense of threats is 

constant as users are asked to “try to visualize the harassment and violence these kids 

face on a daily basis.” Another user notes that, “increasing levels of violence and murder” 

in public schools (specifically California schools) stimulate an environment where 

“parents are seceding from the official schools where drugs and violence are rampant.” 

One user explicitly ties growing violence within public schools to propaganda created by 

an enemy: 

TV is an antagonistic force in our lives for it is controlled by our enemies, distorts 

our view of reality and brainwashers [sic] our children….In every country where 

TV has ever been introduced, there has been a doubling of the murder rate within 

fifteen years. Why fifteen years? That is how long it takes for children raised on 

TV to reach prime crime age. There is an immediate spike in aggressive behavior 

on school playgrounds immediately after TV is introduced. 

Supporters of homeschooling on the site then, “advocate for people that do not 

wish to put their kids into an unsafe place” by framing homeschooling as the pragmatic 

and moral alternative to the physical threats of public school. Homeschooling shields 

children from perceived ideological threats. 

 On Stormfront, homeschooling is framed as a way to “keep them [children] safe 

from propaganda and multiculturalism” by, as one user puts it, “shutting out most of the 
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enemy's commie/globalist/multiculti propaganda.” Users describe the “ravages of secular 

culture” and “dark European forces,” and public education is framed as a critical threat to 

ideological integrity among white supremacists and their affiliated side of the political 

spectrum. One member states that, “public schools makes [sic] you wonder how much 

longer America can survive liberalism,” while another claims, “Conservatives across 

America are needed right NOW to stand up.” It is commonly stated that public schools 

have become propaganda machines for the liberal agenda, and thus threaten the 

ideological integrity of future generations. Even once one has transitioned out of public 

schooling and into the world of homeschooling, threats are still abundantly present. 

 The threat of losing homeschooling rights is brought up alongside criticism or fear 

of government. A commonly cited belief by users is that, “This decision [regulating 

homeschooling] attacks the freedom of parents to decide on the best educational 

environment for their children.” Furthermore, users posit that any meaningful 

homeschool regulation “violates their freedom to raise their offspring as they see fit,” and 

a, “ban on homeschooling violates their human [emphasis added] rights.” Users seem to 

generally hold the belief that, “when governments take away home schooling rights, it's a 

slippery slope to no parental rights.” This slippery slope does not begin within a single 

country, but rather amongst the international community of homeschoolers. Other 

countries with strict home-schooling regulation are frequently referenced as a “warning 

that the U.S., and even more so other countries, faces the threat that home schooling may 

be deemed illegal due to international law.” The former quote is in specific reference to 

the United Nations stance on students’ rights to a public education, which has been 

adopted by several countries—or as one user puts it, “seized upon by the enemies of 
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homeschooling.” Germany is frequently referenced as a governmental boogeyman where 

homeschoolers are arrested and prosecuted for homeschooling, which is illegal in 

Germany. Stories of German homeschoolers consist of “a woman whose husband who 

was arrested for homeschooling their kids,” and a “group of 15 fully armed police 

officers [arresting homeschoolers and their children].” These families appear to be in 

constant battle against government forces who are always one piece of legislation away 

from destroying their lives. On an even larger scale than any singular government, 

Stormfront users identify a pervading threat, the Jewish Specter. 

What I call the Jewish Spector is framed as a pervasive threat to white supremacy 

on a global and familial scale. The phrase Jewish Specter is a derivative of The Specter 

Haunting Europe in the mid-1800s. Karl Marx describes a specter haunting Europe in 

which all the superpowers of Europe attempt to exorcise; that specter was communism 

(Marx & Engels, 1964). In a similar vein of metaphor, the powers of white supremacy 

feel the presence of the Jewish Specter, and dream of its expulsion. The metaphor of a 

specter— hard to identify, hard to kill, its presence can be felt, and its existence is 

contentious to those who do not believe in such things— this is the experiential 

relationship between white supremacy and the Jewish identity. This relationship can be 

demonstrated by the following member: 

“Absolute evil DOES INDEED exist. It has existed from time immemorial and it 

is exceedingly well organized, interconnected and financed. That is what ZOG 

[Zionist Overlord Government] is all about!” 

The Zionist Overlord Government (ZOG) is believed to be a body of wealthy, 

powerful, and well-connected Jewish individuals and organizations. The ZOG is believed 
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to influence governments on a global scale and to be continuously manipulating events 

towards the enslavement or eradication of the white race. According to one user: 

[The]White Race has natural enemies...Would you think it is natural for a lion to 

be friends with a lamb or for a tiger to be friends with an elk? How would the 

tiger eat if it were friendly with its food source? People have natural enemies so 

that they can survive...There is propaganda created by the Jewish race -- one of 

our natural enemies...Jewish propaganda will label you a racist if you try to follow 

the laws of Nature...Fraternization (Associating in a friendly or brotherly way. To 

mix intimately with the people of an enemy or conquered country.) 

Another member posts, 

“ZOG has long dreamed of the day when families will be eliminated and parents 

would no longer be allowed to rear their own children...ZOG's dreamy goal of 

total mind control” 

There is a myriad of threats identified amongst users. These threats come in the 

forms of physical, racial, ideological, and existential threats. These threats, and their 

identification, are built upon hierarchical signals which allow receivers in operationalize 

the extent and proximity of the threat.  

Academic White Flight 

Once a threat is identified, action (or inaction) is followed. Response can come by 

performance, flight, or fight (Gambetta, 2009). In this case, after having identified the 

threat(s) from the previous theme, the response is flight. What I call Academic White 

Flight is a direct reference to White Flight, which is the phenomenon where a white 
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population migrates out of an environment with prominent or growing numbers of people 

of color (Crowder, 2000). In Academic White Flight, homeschooling is either a proactive 

or reactive response where the white supremacists desire to flee the public education 

system as liberal ideology and people of color develop greater proximity to their children. 

This is often due to perceived or experienced intergroup tension, and the alternative space 

is framed as free of said tension. In this case, the tension is typically due to the presence 

of minorities in school systems and the growing curriculum on minority history/identity.  

Several users note the perception of a growing minority presence in their school 

system with disdain. One user notes, “I look around the more I notice how diverse my 

community is becoming, making me nervous for their education,” and another user, “our 

local schools are still getting over run [sic] with Mexicans and Hmongs [sic].” This 

intergroup proximity can at times warp into existential threats where classes may be filled 

with, as one user puts it, “looney lefty teachers and the negroes,” and threats to perceived 

group integrity illustrated in the post about a “school…infested with drugs gangs and 

beautiful white women who betrayed their race everyday [sic].” Posts such as “I don’t 

want my child to learn about religion and mix with filthy immigrants,” and “not to 

mention having them mix with the mongrels that attend such institutions” highlight the 

parents’ apprehension to participating in public schooling and need to flee. 

In order to escape perceived growing minority numbers in public education, 

homeschooling is then framed as a solution as discussed by one user who describes it “as 

an alternative to attending a financially corrupted Black school...So far, I think 

homeschool is an effective tool in teaching children values that cannot be learned in 

public schools.” More plainly put by another user, “Home schooling keeps government 
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and immigrant garbage out of our children’s lives...Homeschooling is definitely a step in 

the white direction.” A connection is then drawn that homeschooling is potentially a 

behavioral response to diversity (specifically non-white diversity) in schools. The long-

lasting effects of this is not lost on one user: 

If you want your children to grow up and marry within their race, then by far the 

best thing that you can do for them is to surround them by nothing but whites...By 

homeschooling your children, you will be able to control 100% of the 

environment in which they are raised and by excluding nonwhites from their 

childhood, you will have excluded them from their search engine and ensured that 

they marry within their own race. 

 Academic White Flight appears to be a threat response and byproduct of 

intergroup anxiety and the perceived inferiority of the Other. Some users identify 

homeschooling as a way to escape rising diversity. Thus, rather than attempting to 

tolerate or change growing diversity, some users choose flight to opt out of public 

education.  

Purpose of Posts 

 Posts were analyzed to identify their purpose as they pertain to homeschooling. 

The common language between posts was used to structure open-coded patterns in which 

the identified purpose of posts was built upon. Four main purposes for posting were 

identified: Networking, Advice Seeking, Experience Sharing, and Resource Sharing. 

 Networking consisted of individuals seeking to connect with other people or 

organizations either in person, virtually, or through an institutional system. One example 
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of networking includes a user asking if there are “Any homeschooling moms out there 

who would like to chat,” or another wanting “to find a program that's done online with 

teachers.” Networking is the formative bonds & coordination between members of the 

community. 

 Advice Sharing contained posts looking for advice-specific information and/or 

guidance. Users seeking advice frequently sought out guidance on either curriculum, 

implementation, and/or bureaucratic navigation. Questions could range from “do you 

know who provides the best pro-White homeschool curriculum,” to “What is your 

homeschooling advice for beginners,” or “I am wondering how they will evaluate her if 

she is still homeschooled? Has anyone prepared a transcript for your child before?” 

Advice sharing often leads to experience sharing.  

Experience Sharing comprised of posts focused on the user’s experience with (or 

lack thereof) homeschooling. Posts could inquire about experiences such as one user 

asking, “So how do you all manage?” Posts could also walk the reader through an 

experience as the following user did, “I love it [homeschooling], because , while they 

must learn the history that the school/state requires, I am able to explain whats [sic] really 

the truth.” Users also discuss their experiences within government level systems, for 

example one posts, “Here's how the CLEP exams worked for us.” Emotional experiences 

with homeschooling were also included with expressions of “Our greatest fear,” or a 

feeling of being “totally appalled.” 

Resource Sharing included posts interested in sharing or seeking out resources. 

Resources are considered links, materials, or content for those looking for it. Knowledge 

and experience also qualified as a resource. URLs were a very popular method of 
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research sharing—likely due to the online environment. Posts could consist of inquiries 

into offline curriculum resources such as “text books from the 50s and early 60s,” online 

curriculum resources, “where on the Internet can I buy these programs,” or help on the 

process of starting homeschooling, “How do I go about setting up homeschool?” The 

percentage of posts across each category can be seen in Table 3. Some posts were 

multipurposed and spanned multiple categories. 

Table 3 

Percentage of Posts Across Purposes 

 

 

 

 

Purpose of Post 

Advice 

Seeking 

Networking 

Experience 

Sharing 

Resource Sharing 

Number of Posts 

(n = 310) 

50 34 77 227 

Percent of Posts 16.12 10.96 24.83 73.22 
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Discussion 

The findings from this study are concordant with what little is known about 

extremist replication within families. Established literature suggests it is likely that 

extremist ideology is actively disseminated within an extremist family (Brooks & Ezzani, 

2017; Eichel, 2015; Riany et al, 2018). The use of homeschooling directly satisfies the 

criteria for active replication and is compounded when members identify their motive for 

homeschooling as pertaining to replicating a white nationalist worldview. This is similar 

to findings that show parents intentionally attempt to indoctrinate their children (Riany et 

al., 2018). As Siecklinck (2017) points out, an adolescent who feels stimulation of a 

radical milieu may be at risk of radicalization. It is hard to imagine a homeschooling 

situation in which a child would not feel some stimulation by content selected by their 

parents, especially ones reflecting their parents’ worldviews, given the intimate nature of 

a parent and child relationship. Fahay et al. (2018) echoes this stance in their sample 

where it was found that those who had family members with radical views were found to 

be at risk for radical beliefs. Homeschooling appears to also contribute to the 

transmission of the Discourse of Order where, in this case, the parents can frame the 

public-school system in chaos due to the rising presence of people of color and 

competing ideologies. This Discourse of Order is fundamentally built upon race, family, 

and nationality, and is a staple of contemporary right-ring extremism (Koronaiou & 

Sakellariou, 2017).  
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Ideological replication is a common criticism of opponents of homeschooling 

(Aber, 2013; Askanius, 2013). In the early 70s, homeschooling rose to prominence in 

both far left and right groups as a way to combat social engineering, secularization, and 

competing ideologies (Aber, 2013; Gaither, 2009). There has been a sharp rise in 

homeschooling over the last 5 decades within the United States (Aber, 2013; Dill & 

Elliot, 2019; Lubienski et al., 2013). Education, whether homeschooling or public, 

requires the use of resources, which may help explain why many of the posts involved 

resource sharing.  

The analysis in this study reflects strikingly similar findings to Wong et al.’s 

(2015), who had found the main purpose of various white supremacist websites in their 

sample was resource sharing. Wong et al. (2015) had found that 71.91% of their sample 

was focused on information provision—a slight difference from the 73.22% in this 

study—with ideology being a dominant focus. Extremist groups using a communal 

internet space to accumulate and develop content and discourse delivery is echoed in 

Vysotsky & Mccarthy’s (2016) findings. Thus, Stormfront can act as a nexus of 

communication and resources for white supremacist. It is important to note that seeking 

out or sharing content on Stormfront is intentionally done, and thus the act should be 

viewed within the context of having some relation to white supremacist agenda or values. 

The concept of Academic White Flight (i.e. the rationale for leaving public 

schools for racial and/or ideological reasons) did not emerge in the initial literature 

review. Though the phrase “Academic White Flight” has not been used previously, its 

content is present in established literature analyzing race and education (Wilson, 2019; 

Renzulli & Evans, 2005; Fairlie & Resch, 2002). White flight in education generally 
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pertains to white parents pulling their kids out of schools with rising minority populations 

or selecting schools, such as charter schools, that have more barriers to entry—especially 

for people of color (Wilson, 2019; Renzulli & Evans, 2005; Fairlie & Resch, 2002). Even 

in an all-white school, however, there are still racial threats. 

The Jewish Spector went largely unnamed within the literature. It is not 

uncommon to find passing statements about the tension between white supremacists and 

Jews in the established literature. Scrivens et al. (2018) had done an analysis on the 

evolution of right-wing posting on Stormfront. In their findings, Jews had received more 

posts and negative posts than any other race or the LGBTQ community. Over about 15 

years, 23.4% of all posts were about Jews. Furthermore, Jews had about double the 

volume of negative and very negative posts when compared to other races or the LGBTQ 

community (Scrivens et al., 2018). Scrivens et al.’s (2018) findings reflect how the 

Jewish Spector lurks throughout Stormfront and haunts its members. 

The findings in this study also appear to be in concordance with current research 

on Whiteness, namely the theory of White Institutionalized Presence (WIP). WIP 

primarily focuses on white racial performance and behavior in higher education, 

especially in relation to people of color. It is important to note that WIP focused on white 

racial performance in education and does not explicitly target or discuss radicalized 

performances. Gusa (2010) defines Whiteness as, “Whiteness is not based on 

complexion; rather it is a socially informed ontological and epistemological 

orientation…reflecting what one does rather than something one has” (Gusa, 2010, p. 

468). There are four main components of WIP, 1) White Ascendency, 2) 

Monoculturalism, 3) White Estrangement, and 4) White Blindness.  
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White Ascendency is behavioral based and consists of a “sense of superiority, a 

sense of entitlement, domination over racial discourse, and white victimization” (Gusa, 

2010, p. 472). A sense of white-superiority is rooted in the belief that “One’s ideas, 

knowledge, values, societal roles and norms, and understanding of history are universally 

and exclusively correct” (Gusa, 2010, p. 472). People of color are framed as less 

deserving and/or less competent. Entitlement is reproduced through meritocracy where 

inequalities are justified by the belief that it is due to differences in effort. Domination 

over racial discourse occurs when white people proclaim authority over racial 

understanding and may undermine or question racial education, yet not do so with other 

curriculum such as math or literature. White victimization frames whites as either 

marginalized, targeted, or disenfranchised as a result of racial equality. White 

victimization cultivates a sense that racial equality leads to Whites losing ground, or in 

other words, “Black progress means White loss” (Gusa, 2010, p. 473). While White 

Ascendency is behavioral, Monoculturalism is organizational.  

Monoculturalism fosters the expectation that everyone should hold a singular 

worldview; one that is typically informed by White Ascendency. Monoculturalism can be 

seen in the U.S. education system, which is typically built on ethnocentrism and 

exclusivity (Gusa, 2010). Textbooks, lessons, art, etc. often reflect exclusively white 

history, culture, and fosters ethnocentric views (Gusa, 2010). Monoculturalism in WIP 

functions as a gatekeeping entity by exemplifying knowledge originating out of White 

Ascendency, and marginalizing rival sources of knowledge (Gusa, 2010). Another means 

of replicating WIP is White Estrangement. 
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White Estrangement replicates WIP is by distancing whites from non-whites 

(Gosa, 2010). Racial isolation fundamentally contributes to racial ignorance, anxiety, and 

disconnect, and can, “Can contribute to racial ignorance, reliance on stereotypes, tension, 

and avoidance of those who are different” (Gosa, 2010, p. 479). Racial isolation 

underpins the alienation of the Other and the Other’s standpoint. Racial and social 

alienation can fundamentally contribute to either overt or passive White Blindness. 

White Blindness frames race as irrelevant to decision making, experiences, and 

expectations (Gusa, 2010). Racial standpoint is disregarded, and thus mutes non-

hegemonic racial narratives. White Blindness can occur between individual interaction or 

how social systems are come to be understood. Gusa (2010) points out, “many 

educational researchers look at the Black/White retention gap in higher education as a 

racialized outcome but not the result of structural racism or Whiteness” (p. 480). Three of 

the four components of WIP resonate with this study’s findings. 

The theme Replicating White Nationalist Framing exemplifies White 

Ascendency. Stormfront users hierarchically organize White identity, views, and 

experiences in a way that places Whiteness (specifically White Supremacy) at the top and 

all other standpoints below. This hierarchy is informed, in part, by victimization of 

Whites in public education and the type of education users feel entitled to. Domination 

over racial discourse and narrative are then maintained through said hierarchy. When the 

hierarchy is threatened there is A Call for Urgency or Awareness. 

 In A Call for Urgency and Awareness, users point out competing ideologies and 

cultures in public education, thus jeopardizing monoculturalism. Homeschooling is 

framed as a way to maintain a form of monoculturalism by eliminating exposure to rival 
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ideologies and norms. Monoculturalism is an organizational form of WIP, and 

homeschooling allows for greater organizational control over curriculum, representation, 

and exposure. Furthermore, Gusa (2010) suggests that WIP fosters a sense of danger 

within Whites towards people of color. As the presence of people of color increases, so 

too does the sense of danger for Whites. This sense of danger ultimately leads to a stress 

or threat response, in this case, Academic White Flight.  

White Estrangement is replicated through Academic White Flight. Academic 

White Flight maintains racial isolation physically and through content. In both Academic 

White Flight and White Estrangement, racial isolation underpins Whites’ sense of 

alienation to people of color. In Academic White Flight, this alienation may also extend 

to people with rival ideologies.  

White Blindness is the only component of WIP that is not readily present in the 

findings. Inversely, users on Stormfront appear hyper-aware of race and perceptions of 

race. Some similarity to White Blindness, however, is the sense of race-based 

meritocracy. Gosa (2010) suggests that WIP views success and achievement as a product 

of effort and does not consider race and social structure as influencing variables. Users on 

Stormfront instead suggest that effort is pre-determined by race. Stormfront users do not 

attribute education disparities between races to be a product of effort, but because of 

one’s race.  

Limitations 
Any data contingent on the internet brings with it an array of limitations. Perhaps 

the largest limitation is the ability (or inability) to control from whom the data is 

originating. Given that IP addresses, usernames, or other identifying material was not 
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collected in this study, it is not possible to account for over representation from users. 

Though usernames were readily accessible during post analysis, one could easily have 

multiple devices or accounts on Stormfront.  

The titles of posts do not necessarily reflect the content within the post, which 

poses a major limitation for the theoretical assumption of this study. For example, one 

post titled “Why can’t my dog play the trombone?” reflects no clear connection to the 

content of the post. One might hope that the post was a tasteful reference to a 2002 

commercial advertising a Jumbone dog bone, but instead mentions nothing of dogs or 

trombones; instead, the post was about their perceived danger of black people and the 

fear that America is no longer a “WHITE, Cristian [sic] nation.” Thus, this title was 

coded as miscellaneous in step two, rather than race (which better reflects the post’s 

content).  

Site organization and moderators also pose complications. Not all utterances of 

families will be held within the limitations of these two boards, and therefore the data is 

an incomplete representation of family discussions on Stormfront. For example, early on 

in scouting the boards, a post from a woman (claimed to be) discussing marital sexual 

problems had posted on the Homesteading and Hobby Making board. The Homemaking 

and Homesteading and Hobby Making boards have family components in their 

descriptions, so it would seem reasonable for marriage questions to arise here. The post 

very quickly received negative attention from, based on user profiles, what appeared to 

be male users. The responses were critical about why the post was being made and was 

accompanied with stigma and a cry for the post to be taken down. A moderator had 

decided to move the post to a new board called The Women’s Forum, which is described 
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as Sugar, Spice, and Everything Nice. This example highlights how family content is 

allocated not just on content, but also the stratified hierarchy in the online subculture. The 

aforementioned post was not collected in this data as it occurred prior to collection and 

was on another board during collection. Lastly, when this study began, it was not 

anticipated how prevalent home schooling would become; this led to the data collection 

process to exclude a forum board on Stormfront titled Homeschooling and Education. 

When identifying forums for this study the forum boards Homemaking and 

Homesteading and Hobby Making were selected due to the website describing them as 

pertaining to “child rearing” and “large families.” The forum board Education and 

Homeschooling was not included as it was perceived as focusing on education rather than 

families, and at the time there was no reason to suspect the prominence of homeschooling 

within this study’s data. Given that homeschooling was prominent in this study and the 

Education and Homeschooling board was not included, the data in this study is largely 

incomplete and only a small sample of the larger discourse surrounding homeschooling 

on Stormfront. The homeschooling analysis in this study had n=310 while the posts on 

Education and Homeschooling appear to have about an n=2,500 upon the completion of 

this study. Thus, this study’s data is only about 12.5% of the potential homeschooling 

data on Stormfront.  

Implications 

 Previous research has identified a gap in research on extremist family units. This 

study offers an early steppingstone for exploring how radical ideology and culture is 

maintained and replicated within families. This study raises the questions: how is home 

schooling being used by white supremacists and the what are potential effects it may have 
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on future generations? Though this study cannot definitively answer this question, it does 

offer directions in which to explore it.  Having identified home schooling as a relevant 

point of interest among family discussion on Stormfront, there is now reason to begin 

exploring relationships between home schooling, ideology, and racial frameworks.  

White Ascendency, Monoculturalism, and White Estrangement are readily present 

in this study’s findings. This may be due to homeschooling being used as a way to 

maintain WIP in an era of rising diversity. The similarities in white supremacy on 

Stormfront and a theory interested in non-radicalized white racial performances does 

raise the question: where does white racial performance end and white supremacy begin? 

The similarity may be because the US has historically been built on White Supremacy; 

the ramifications of which are still present in contemporary social institutions.  

Future Directions 

Future directions could include expanding this current data analysis to including 

comments within posts, instead of just titles and the initial post, in order to observe 

interactions amongst members. In Figure 3, topics pertaining to content related to policy 

and education show a sharp rise after 2010 and could warrant additional exploration. 

Another future study could be developed where forums containing home school specific 

content are identified, data is collected, and thus create a more complete data base on 

white supremacists discussing home schooling on Stormfront. Since education and 

ideology have been identified as key elements in white supremacists adopting home 

schooling, theories focused on either education or ideology could be applied as an 

additional lens in which to analyse. One such theory that could be useful would be 

Davies’ Critical Ideation Model which attempts to compartmentalize key differences in 
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education that may lead to either higher risk of radicalization or protective factors 

(Davies, 2008). Given the similarities in the study’s findings and the theoretical 

framework of White Institutionalized Presence, a WIP analysis of the data could guide 

coding. WIP contains elements beyond White Ascension, White Estrangement, 

Monoculturalism, and White Blindness such as meritocracy or eurocentrism. A WIP 

analysis could reveal greater understanding on the intersection of education, white 

performance, and the role home schooling plays on Stormfront. A more transformative 

direction of research could include an analysis of home schooling among white 

supremacists as it pertains to institutional rights of children, perhaps specifically with the 

United Nation’s Convention of the Rights of the Child; such a study could explore how 

children’s rights intersect with being raised in an informationally controlled extremist 

environment. Lastly, for a more family science direction, a stress analysis could be done 

with either ABCX or double ABCX models whereas home schooling is framed as a stress 

response and then stressors stimulating the phenomena are identified. 

Conclusion 

The two forums under analysis seem to act as one locus of information for 

Stormfront users. The findings suggest that Stormfront users share resources and gain 

access to home schooling skills and content. The themes in this study appear in 

concordance with theory on White Institutionalized Presence, and extends future space 

for the theory via home schooling and white supremacy. Though the data on home 

schooling amongst members on Stormfront is incomplete, the themes found in this study 

seem to support that a key intended purpose of home schooling is to ensure another 

generation of white supremacist values. Stormfront users in this sample recognized home 
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schooling as a means to control information, exposure, and moral development within 

their children. If home schooling is indeed being used as a mechanism and functions as a 

mechanism to replicate radical ideology, then home schooling would offer a largely 

unregulated venue in which extremism can propagate. Researchers concerned with 

counter radical sciences or the radicalization process should give attention to home 

schooling. Stormfront users may recognize home schooling as a radicalization tool, and 

thus social scientists must do the same.  
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